DANIEL - Part VI
“Nebuchadnezzar’s Forgotten Dream”
Reference: Daniel 2:31-45
Pastor Larry Webb
ONE…Nebuchadnezzar was agitated because of this dream.
verses one through three
TWO…the court counselors were unable to interpret this dream.
verses four through thirteen
THREE…Daniel made himself available to God.
verses fourteen through twenty-three
FOUR…Daniel _____________ to Nebuchadnezzar the answers to the
dream questions.
verses twenty-four through thirty-six(see screen)
verses thirteen and fourteen (see screen)
Beginning with verse thirty-one, Daniel summarizes Gentile rule
throughout history. Jesus called this time period “…the times of
the Gentiles.” (Luke 21:24)
We are still in that “times of the Gentiles” and will be until Jesus
returns ____ ______ _________.
In Nebuchadnezzar’s dream there was a large metallic image or
statue of a man with five sections: the head was ________, the
chest was __________, the belly and thighs were __________,
the legs were made of ________ and the feet were made from
iron mixed with ________. Then, a _________ ________ struck
the statue and literally destroyed that statue and that rock then
became a huge mountain and filled the whole earth.
verses thirty-seven through forty-five (see screen)
This dream is about a succession of _____________.
Question: What is a kingdom?
Answer: A kingdom describes the people and territories under
the rule of a single _______________ and/or a single
_________.

Four reasons Rome fell taken from Eight Reasons Why Rome Fell (a
History Channel documentary by Evan Andrews) which relate to us:
REASON - _____________ _____________ and over reliance on slave
labor
REASON - government ______________ and political instability
REASON - ________________ and the loss of traditional Roman values

Explanation of Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream

Represented:
______-______________
__________ from ____ BC
to ____ BC.

REASON – weakening of the __________ ___________

The first four stages represented on this image are to us
______________ and ________ but the fifth and final stage is
still __________ and _______________.
Prophetical experts and certain theologians call that stage the
revived Roman Empire. Daniel 7:23-24 and Revelation 17:1214 indicate that a Satanic empowered man called the beast or
the anti-Christ will command a coalition of ten nations that we
understand as the revived Roman Empire. Using those nations
he will then establish a one world end time global government.
Most prophetical experts believe that revived Roman Empire
exists now in the form of the _____________ __________.

Represented:
________-__________
__________ from ____ BC to ____
BC. referred to in Daniel 5:28 and
Daniel 8:20

Represented:
___________ ___________
__________ from ____ BC to ___
BC. referred to in Daniel 8:21

Represented: ___________
_________ __________ Flavius
Theodosius divided the Roman
Empire into two parts in 393 AD.
The western Roman Empire lasted
from ___ BC to ____ AD. The
Eastern Roman Empire lasted from
____ AD to _____ AD
Represents: ___________
__________ __________ i.e. the
European Union

